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Our Fundamental View:
The improving economic data we noted last month continued into
August, surprising many of the well-known pundits. Some pleasantly,
while others who are firmly in the bear camp, less so. This includes
PMI’s across the Eurozone, ISM numbers here and of course getting
American workers back on the job.
While only time will tell, we’re optimistic COVID numbers will continue
to improve as well. Despite several, lingering, hotspots the overall
trend is encouraging, at least as of this writing. Should that change, we
also believe most Americans are ready to resume their lives, regardless
of the risk from COVID.

Our Technical View:
Stepping back, the stock market remains in great shape technically.
The past several months we have discussed how ‘panic selling followed
by panic buying’ typically marks market bottoms. Market breadth can
also confirm these important turning points, which it did on 7/31 when
over 40% of the stocks on the NYSE moved above their 40-wk avg.
Another market showing meaningful improvement is China – despite
the increasingly negative headlines. While trade wars and/or cold wars
are not an ideal backdrop for markets, Chinese A-Shares remain strong
and suggest the Chinese economy may be in better shape than feared.
Couple this with the government’s propensity to prop their market up,
and you have a compelling case to believe the recent ‘breakout’.

Consensus Call of the Month:
While we remain bullish on gold longer term, we’re getting quite
concerned about it over the short term. Since its breakout last summer
gold is now trading well above its 40-wk moving avg, while the GLD ETF
has seen the largest YTD inflows of any of the major ETFs we track.
Our point being, while clearly a pattern of ‘higher highs & higher lows’,
it would be very normal for gold to take a breather and consolidate the
(roughly) 50% gain scored since its June 2019 breakout.

Contrarian Call of the Month:
Finally, despite the polls which suggest otherwise, we believe President
Trump will pull another stunning comeback and win re-election in Nov.
Still roughly 3 months away, a lot will likely happen between now and
election day, including debates on Sep 29th, Oct 15th & Oct 22nd.
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About NexBank Wealth Management
NexBank Wealth Management is a privately owned, independent
wealth manager located in Dallas, Texas. The team is led by awardwinning investment professionals, with an average of 25 years of
experience working with some of the world’s most distinguished
institutional clients and financial institutions. NexBank Wealth’s
actively-managed approach guides clients through complex and
evolving markets. Contact our Client Services Team for more
information.
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